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Ichthus University of Professional
Education, Rotterdam 2001
one hundred years after the founding of the École coloniale supérieure in
antwerp the adjacent middelheim museum invites sandrine colard
researcher and curator to conceive an exhibition that probes silenced
histories of colonialism in a site specific way for colard the term
congoville encompasses the tangible and intangible urban traces of the
colony not on the african continent but in 21st century belgium a school
building a park imperial myths and citizens of african descent in the
exhibition and this adjoining publication the concept congoville is the
starting point for 15 contemporary artists to address colonial history and
ponder its aftereffects as black flâneurs walking through a postcolonial
city due to the multitude of perspectives and voices this book is both a
catalogue and a reference work comprised of artistic and academic
contributions together the participating artists and invited authors unfold
the blueprint of congoville an imaginary city that still subconsciously
affects us but also encourages us to envision a decolonial utopia een
eeuw na de oprichting van de École coloniale supérieure in antwerpen
nodigt het naburige middelheimmuseum onderzoeker en curator
sandrine colard uit om een tentoonstelling te creëren die sitespecifiek
peilt naar de stille geschiedenissen van het kolonialisme congoville duidt
op de zichtbare en onzichtbare stedelijke sporen van de kolonie niet op
het afrikaanse continent maar pal in het belgië van vandaag een
schoolgebouw een park imperialistische mythes en burgers van
afrikaanse origine doorheen de tentoonstelling en deze bijhorende
publicatie is congoville de context waarbinnen 15 hedendaagse
kunstenaars als zwarte flâneurs op pad in een postkoloniale stad het
koloniale verleden en de impact ervan adresseren door de veelheid aan
perspectieven en stemmen is dit boek tegelijk een catalogus en een
naslagwerk met zowel academische als artistieke bijdragen samen
ontvouwen de betrokken kunstenaars en auteurs de blauwdruk van
congoville een imaginaire stad die ons nog steeds onbewust in haar
greep houdt maar ons ook aanspoort om na te denken over een de
koloniaal utopia with contributions by met bijdragen van pieter boons
sandrine colard filip de boeck bas de roo nadia yala kisukidi sorana
munsya léonard pongo herman van goethem sara weyns nabilla ait
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daoud participating artists deelnemende kunstenaars sammy baloji
bodys isek kingelez maurice mbikayi jean katambayi kinact collective
simone leigh hank willis thomas zahia rahmani ibrahim mahama Ângela
ferreira kapwani kiwanga sven augustijnen pascale marthine tayou
elisabetta benassi pélagie gbaguidi for more information visit
middelheimmuseum be nl activiteit congoville

Developing an enquiring social work
practice / druk 1 / ING 2007
this book addresses the complex phenomenon in higher education of
structural reforms in higher education systems across the globe
governments initiate comprehensive reforms of their higher education
systems because they want their models to be the best and to excel at
what they do this regularly requires governments to change the higher
education landscape to achieve their set objectives changes can include
merger processes the introduction of a new sector of higher education or
a new type of higher education institution or excellence initiative this
book explores the current understanding of how successful such
comprehensive reforms have been through an examination of eleven
reform cases in european countries for each reform the different phases
of the policy process policy objectives design implementation policy tools
and evaluation are systematically described and analysed to provide an
overview of the factors that contribute to the success or failure of the
reforms

Congoville 2021-06-01
no detailed description available for world list of universities liste
mondiale des universités

Policy Analysis of Structural Reforms in
Higher Education 2016-11-09
even if in most countries non university higher education institutions did
not have originally a research mandate it is well known that in most
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cases these institutions have progressively developed research activities
and at least in some countries the state now has recognized the research
role of these institutions and provided support and funding moreover in
many countries the role of research in polytechnics fachhochschulen
hogescholen university colleges etc is on the political agenda despite the
importance of the issue there are very few in depth studies of research in
the non university sector these studies show that the development of
research in these institutions leads to quite complex interactions with
universities both in the sense of convergence academic drift and or of
differentiation of a specific research mandate oriented towards the
regional economy therefore this book aims to fill this gap by first
analysing a number of transversal issues related to the research mission
of these institutions in its second part it gives an overview of the state of
the art in eight european countries

World List of Universities / Liste Mondiale
des Universités 2021-03-22
published for 010 publisher s twentieth anniversary in 2003 this volume
celebrates the publishing vision of hans oldewarris and peter de winter
010 s founders besides hundreds of monographs by and about dutch
architects 010 has published books on architecture interior design
photography industrial design graphic design and the visual arts
exhaustively annotated and illustrated 20 years 010 provides not only
the technical details of each book size format binding but also the
authors editors photographers graphic designers and printers a brief
description of the contents rounds off each entry comprehensive indexes
give insight into who contributed to which book and in what way in their
introductory essay ed taverne and cor wagenaar give a picture of the
practice of architectural publishing in the netherlands during those years

The Research Mission of Higher Education
Institutions outside the University Sector
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2010-06-08
no detailed description available for world list of universities liste
mondiale des universites

World List of Universities / Liste Mondiale
des Universites 1982-06-18
alicja bielak s chapter in this book on the margins of paduan medical
lectures self reflection and critical attitude in the notes of jan brozek
1585 1652 is published open access and free to read or download from
oxford academic history of universities xxxvi 1 contains the customary
mix of learned articles and book reviews which makes this publication an
indispensable tool for the historian of higher education

Intertraffic of the Mind 2023-11-27
the book provides insight into the expanding field of corporate
communication by exploring the benefits of research and education
which merge insights from the disciplines of business and communication
the book provides a uniquely european view and stimulates discussions
in a continuing area of interest among academics and practitioners alike

20 Years 010 2003
volume xxi 2 of history of universities contains the customary mix of
learned articles book reviews conference reports and bibliographical
information which makes this publication such an indispensable tool for
the historian of higher education its contributions range widely
geographically chronologically and in subject matter the volume is as
always a lively combination of original research and invaluable reference
material
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World List of Universities / Liste Mondiale
des Universites 2020-10-26
this is a collection of studies by representatives of countries in western
europe writing about important legislation affecting universities

History of Universities: Volume XXXVI / 1
2023-04-04
mental health problems among asylum seekers and refugees are
becoming a public issue but awareness of this problem among the
mental health community is relatively low although advances have been
made in the provision of innovative mental health services for asylum
seekers and refuges with ptsd they are not systemized and not widely
known to professionals in the field a publication offering practical
guidelines for the treatment of torture victims and political refugees does
not exist broken spirits aims to bring together the works of the most
respected mental health professionals from the u s and abroad and make
available the most current knowledge on complex ptsd forced migration
and cultural sensitivity in diagnosis and treatment

Hearing on the Real Estate Crisis 1992
this is the fourth volume stemming from the annual doctoral conferences
organized by the gern the last edition of the summer school was held in
september 2015 in paris the selected theme for this summer school was
crime and order criminal justice experiences and desistance reflecting
the variety of theoretical frameworks and methodologies covered by the
current phd theses in the field of criminal justice and deviance as well as
the fresh and new perspectives on subjective experiences of the criminal
justice system and trajectories of desistance dissertation series gern
research paper series vol 4 subject criminology Ã Â
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The Management Game of Communication
2016-09-05
this collection of images and essays originated at the acclaimed gerrit
rietveld academy in amsterdam cities and eyes sourcebook presents the
diverse work of the academy s artists philosophers scholars architects
and photographers as they explore the world s cities including
amsterdam london new york paris and são paulo presented in both
english and dutch and accompanied by an index that includes
suggestions for further reading cities and eyes sourcebook will illuminate
the world s greatest cities for a new audience of art lovers and urbanites
alike

Strategy as Force 2010
tan malaka s levensloop is vaak in mysterie gehuld in dit boek wordt dit
grotendeels ontrafeld zoals ook waar en door wie hij om het leven werd
gebracht zijn prominente rol tijdens de indonesische revolutie actief en
als symbool maken het noodzakelijk uitgebreid de politieke
verwikkelingen in de republik en in de verdeelde linkse beweging te
beschrijven in vele opzichten worden over doorslaggevende
gebeurtenissen in de revolutie nieuwe gegevens en visies verschaft

History of Universities 2006-10-12
does the use of the internet in any way contribute to a student s learning
process and if yes precisely what added value does this represent this
question and more specifically the attempt to answer it is what lies at the
heart of this dissertation which considers the issue from a number of
perspectives based on experiences opinions and academic theories this
is done through the analysis of a new and innovative educational concept
virtual action learning virtual action learning val is an educational
concept that was designed to connect with the personal learning
environments of people who live in a world where technology and social
media play a dominant role in other words a world in which information is
processed in an interactive and visual manner within the context of ever
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changing situations and processes that demand ever higher levels of
individual responsibility the application of val concerns a way of learning
that is different from what is common val is based on social constructivist
learning theory in combination with an intensive use of ict in the student
s learning process this takes place in the virtual learning community vlc
an electronic learning environment developed to support the learning
process in addition to the educational characteristics of the val concept a
managerial perspective can be distinguished that involves the way in
which schools and universities organise their processes in order to
facilitate learning this process approach born in the nineteen nineties is
grounded in a number of business theories the val concept distinguishes
three primary processes the learning process for which the student
carries responsibility and the processes related to teaching and
assessment for which the instructor is held responsible with the help of
design principles that are firmly based on theory we first describe the
way in which the learning process evolves the ensuing assessment
process is closely linked with the educational process but is first and
foremost geared towards the learning process of individual students by
connecting the above mentioned process activities via a feedback and
reflection cycle it becomes possible to establish a strong connection
between a course s contents and its related competences to achieve this
we need to ensure that throughout the course participants are
continuously engaged in a meaningful dialogue interaction and the
mutual exchange of constructive feedback not only among students
themselves but also among students and their teachers this is partly
done in the vlc and partly during meetings held at school a process for
which new virtual educational forms have been designed and which
focuses on the power of feedback provided and received by students on
their specific learning products in the vlc within the val concept the
meaningful dialogue is considered to be the measure of good quality
education that is supported by ict

Universities, Politicians and Bureaucrats
1982-06-10
reis gids voor moderne nederlandse architectuur waarin ruim 700
objecten worden afgebeeld en beknopt beschreven
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Broken Spirits 2004-10
i in some periods of the past netherlands medicine has played a major
role in the evolution of european medicine today its history still enjoys
much in terest even at the other side of the ocean in this bibliography it
has been my endeavour to compile references for all that has been
written on the history of dutch medicine in our country and elsewhere in
our age the main concern of this work is with the medicine of the
northern nether lands however before the end ofthe sixteenth century
the northern and south ern netherlands were not yet divided into two
separate countries they were still politically one and for the greater part
spoke the same flemish language so be fore their separation the present
day belgium and netherlands also had a com mon medical history
therefore many entries have been included which bear on early and
sometimes later flemish medicine but it has not been the inten tion to
strive for completeness in this respect

Crime and Order, Criminal Justice
Experiences and Desistance 2016
the present collection of essays offers the reader a broad range of
original perspectives on democracy and the rule of law in the european
union approaching the existing policy area from new points of view
leading experts from different countries and backgrounds focus on how
democracy and the rule of law are related to topics like security pension
rights judicial cooperation and human rights protection their expert views
are based on a combination of theory and knowledge acquired in their
practice as academics or practitioners in the field of european integration
the issue of the rule of law and democracy is close to the heart of
professor jaap de zwaan a true european building bridges between
countries and peoples he has written extensively on the subject of
european integration therefore this collection of expert views is not only
an original and valuable contribution to the literature and discussion on
the development and enlargement of the european union but at the
same time it is a tribute to jaap de zwaan whose academic and
diplomatic career can be characterized as always serving an ever closer
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union flora goudappel is jean monnet professor of eu trade law in the
overseas territories at the erasmus university rotterdam and a consultant
on european union law ernst hirsch ballin is professor of dutch and
european constitutional law at tilburg university and professor of human
rights law at the university of amsterdam

Cities & eyes 2005
dutch calvinist theologian herman bavinck a significant voice in the
development of protestant theology remains relevant many years after
his death his four volume reformed dogmatics is one of the most
important theological works of the twentieth century james eglinton is
widely considered to be at the forefront of contemporary interest in
bavinck s life and thought after spending considerable time in the
netherlands researching bavinck eglinton brings to light a wealth of new
insights and previously unpublished documents to offer a definitive
biography of this renowned reformed thinker the book follows the course
of bavinck s life in a period of dramatic social change identifying him as
an orthodox calvinist challenged with finding his feet in late modern
culture based on extensive archival research this critical biography
presents numerous significant and previously ignored or unknown
aspects of bavinck s person and life story a black and white photo insert
is included this volume complements other baker academic offerings on
bavinck s theology and ethics which together have sold 90 000 copies

Bibliography on International Criminal Law
By.. 1972-12-31
the coauthor of the everyday low carb slow cooker cookbook serves up
120 recipes for low carb desserts including cheesecake peanut butter
cookies pumpkin pie tiramisu chocolate mousse and much more original

Verguisd en vergeten (3 vols.) 2007-01-01
this book discusses how the dutch vocational education system has
undergone significant waves of reform driven by global imperatives
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national concerns and governmental policy goals like elsewhere the
impetuses for these reforms are directed to generating a more industry
responsive locally accountable and competence based vocational
education system each wave of reforms however has had particular
emphases and directed to achieve particular policy outcomes yet they
are more than mere versions of what had or is occurring elsewhere they
are shaped by specific national imperatives sentiments and localised
concerns consequently whilst this book elaborate what constitutes the
contemporary provision of vocational education in the netherlands also
addresses a broader concern of how vocational education systems
become formed manifested within nation states and then are
transformed through particular imperatives institutional arrangement and
localised factors so the readers of this book whilst learning much about
the dutch vocational education system will also come to identify and
engage with a selection of contributions that inform factors that situate
shape and transform vocational education systems such a focus seems
important given an era when there are concerns to standardise and make
uniform educational provisions often for administrative or political
imperatives as such this book will be of interest not only to those who are
engaged in the field of vocational education but those with an interest in
educational policy practice and comparative studies

The Power of Peer Feedback 2016-09-20
respect for the procedural rights of any individual involved in police or
judicial matters is a basic tenet of a modern and sound system of justice
providing legal interpreting services to suspects defendants victims and
witnesses who are not proficient in the language in which legal matters
are being conducted is a broadly accepted practice throughout the eu
however it is only recently that emphasis has been placed on the quality
of the services provided eu directive 2010 64 eu through its mandate for
quality in legal interpreter and translating services has provided the
impetus needed to reexamine current practices and work towards
common standards and practices across the eu that would enhance
mutual trust and allow for reciprocity and the sharing of expertise this
volume reflects the deliberations of a panel of experts from the fields of
legal interpreting testing theory and public policy who agree that the
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most effective means of ensuring quality is through testing and
certification it addresses issues related to the assessment of the skill sets
and knowledge required to ensure high quality legal interpreting and
offers practical guidance and advice on the design and administration of
a valid and reliable certification process

Gids voor moderne architectuur in
Nederland 1998
misunderstanding cults provides a uniquely balanced contribution to
what has become a highly polarized area of study working towards a
moderate third path in the heated debate over new religious movements
or cults this collection includes contributions from both scholars who
have been characterized as anticult and those characterized as cult
apologists the study incorporates multiple viewpoints as well as a variety
of theoretical and methodological perspectives with the stated goal of
depolarizing the discussion over alternative religious movements a
prominent section within the book focuses explicitly on the issue of
scholarly objectivity and the danger of partisanship in the study of cults
the collection also includes contributions on the controversial and much
misunderstood topic of brainwashing as well as discussions of cult
violence children brought up in unconventional religious movements and
the conflicts between alternative religious movements and their critics
unique in its breadth this is the first study of new religious movements to
address the main points of controversy within the field while attempting
to find a middle ground between opposing camps of scholarship

A Classified Bibliography of the History of
Dutch Medicine 1900–1974 2012-12-06
no detailed description available for world list of universities liste
mondiale des universites
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Democracy and Rule of Law in the
European Union 2015-12-30
since the beginning of the economic crisis of the 1980s considerable
research has been dedicated to the study of the unemployment problem
nevertheless the phenomenon has not become fully understood nor are
its consequences adequately prevented in this important new volume on
the mysteries of unemployment economists and social scientists come
together to offer the reader the latest insights on unemployment and
policies regarding unemployment from the perspectives of both
disciplines on the mysteries of unemployment contains four main
sections part one provides an introductory chapter and general overview
part two contains rich contributions that provide new insights from an
economic science perspective while part three offers a balanced view
from social scientists the final section is devoted to the examination of
policy issues concerning unemployment this volume unique in its field
will be of interest to researchers students politicians and policy makers

Bavinck 2020-09-29
a foreword for the present workshop proceedings cannot be provided
without first looking at the larger context of the ami conference in which
the workshops were organized the ami 2007 conference has roots in
preceding events but in many respects ami can be called a novel
conference format and hence a premiere among the several aims that
inspired and shaped this new conference format the following two are
particularly worth considering 1 to provide a forum for the ambient intel
gence flavor of research on the post pc era of computer science
complementing the ubiquitous computing and pervasive computing
flavors emphasized by alrea existing conferences 2 to offer an event that
attracts contributions from all over the globe yet emphasizes european
strengths with particular reference to the infor tion society technologies
ist branch of the eu research framework programs fps which carry the
same label as the conference the workshop organization chairs reflected
these unique characteristics of the new ami conference series in the call
for workshop proposals using two corresponding measures 1 by
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particularly soliciting workshops on in depth topics corresponding to the
above mentioned ambient intelligence flavor of post pc research 2 by
offering two different workshop threads one usual thread for advanced
topics called sw workshops and one thread for workshops related to
concrete eu fp6 and fp7 p jects called eu workshops

World List of Universities / Liste Mondiale
des Universités 1985–1986 2021-03-22
volume 45

Obesity and Pregnancy 2013-08-11
knowledge of nature may be common to all of humanity yet it is written
in many tongues the story of the tower of babel is not only an etiology of
the multitude of languages it also suggests that a confusion of tongues
confounds communication however as the contributors to this volume
show translation is always a transformation this book examines how such
transformations generate new knowledge and how translations helped to
establish a new science situated at the border of the germanic and
romance languages home to a highly educated population the low
countries fostered multilingualism and became one of the chief sites for
translation series low countries studies on the circulation of natural
knowledge vol 3

Everyday Low-Carb Desserts 2004
the kuyper bibliography is the first overview of his publications from his
first one to the 2010 editions after some introducing paragraphs the
bibliography presents items in chronological order each item contains
bibliographical data and information on contents and context

Enhancing Teaching and Learning in the
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Dutch Vocational Education System
2017-02-23
manufacturing computers in series was quite a feat in the 1950s as
mathematical as it gets the machines discussed here were called x1 and
x8 the industrial achievement combined with the background in a
mathematical research center made the company electrologica a legend
in dutch computing the tales in this book are told by those who have a
right to tell highly engaged professionals take readers back to their
pioneering work with the machines and in retrospect unveil some of the
values which went without saying in the 1960s to disagree paul klint
relates the contrasting views on software in dutch research traditions
algol culture frans kruseman aretz takes the reader along to the detailed
decisions on constructing compilers and shows the values of an algol
culture transpiring signposts dirk dekker for the first time owns his
algorithm for mutual exclusion in particle physics rené van dantzig s use
case was an electrologica x8 computer controlling two other computers
in three dimensional detection of colliding particles early steps in ai
lambert meertens tale of the x8 machine composing a violin quartet
comes with his original presentation as well as the code in algol 60 the
reflections of first hand experiences combine well with the second
thoughts of historical research into archival sources historians huub de
beer and gerard alberts offer a view into the boardrooms of the local
enterprise electrologica and of the electronics multinational philips where
pioneers and historians meet in an inspiring dialogue the reader gains a
view on the often implicit decisions constituting the field fortuitously a
copy of the x8 was retrieved from kiel germany and put on display at
rijksmuseum boerhaave leiden sparked by the very material presence of
an x8 the present book takes stock of the state of historiography of
electrologica gerard alberts is an associate professor in history of digital
cultures retired from the university of amsterdam jan friso groote is a full
professor of formal methods at the eindhoven university of technology

Assessing legal interpreter quality through
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testing and certification: The Qualitas
Project 2014
the volume reform of higher education in europe is published in
celebration of cheps 25th anniversary all contributors to this book are
working at cheps and bring their extensive knowledge of the deep seated
reforms and changes to the field of higher education and research over
the last 25 years the chapters are each devoted to a detailed policy
analysis deeply rooted in cheps quarter century programme of
theoretical and empirical research some contributions cover key themes
of concern since cheps early years including state university relationships
quality assurance and funding other contributions cover more
contemporary higher education policy issues including european reform
initiatives innovation the bologna process doctoral training and the
erasmus programme and debates around higher education institutions
evolving functions including the university s third mission and the
research function of universities of applied sciences what unifies all
chapters is their recognition that policy success is dependent on smart
implementation grounded in a comprehensive understanding of highly
complex policy processes the book as a whole offers clear descriptions
and analyses of how policy processes are implemented through co
ordinated institutional and stakeholder interventions this volume seeks to
enhance academic and policy maker understanding of europe s evolving
higher education system as it emerges as a cornerstone of the
contemporary knowledge society

Misunderstanding Cults 2001-01-01

World List of Universities / Liste Mondiale
des Universites 2021-03-22
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On the Mysteries of Unemployment
2013-04-09

Constructing Ambient Intelligence
2008-08-17

Humanistica Lovaniensia 1996-02-15

Translating Knowledge in the Early Modern
Low Countries 2012

Abraham Kuyper 2011-09-23

Tales of Electrologica 2023-01-04

Reform of Higher Education in Europe
2011-10-21
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